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Foreword

Over the last decade the Ugandan Government has prioritised quality education for all as 
a key national priority. We have made good progress in establishing universal primary and 
secondary education and have been committed to improving the quality of education for 
all learners. We have published our expectations in the manual on Basic Requirements and 
Minimum Standards (BRMS). All districts, education establishments, foundation bodies 
and governing bodies should be working to achieve these standards. Indeed, they should 
be striving not only to meet these standards, but to provide a quality of education that goes 
beyond the minimum expectations identifi ed. Quality improvement is the overall priority of 
the Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES).

This series of booklets aims to help schools and other education establishments improve 
the quality of their work by focusing on the needs of learners. Learners are at the centre of 
the work of every school, sub-county and district.  The Directorate of Education Standards 
(DES) has produced these guides to help education professionals improve the experiences 
and achievements of learners in schools and technical/vocational institutions. Improvements 
in learners’ experiences will only be achieved if all the key players work closely together on 
these shared goals.  DES therefore anticipates that, for example, DES inspectors,
local government inspectors, coordinating centre tutors (CCTs), headteachers, foundation/
governing bodies and education specialists working in international and non-governmental 
organisations will use these guides to support improvement in the education institutions 
with which they work. 

I wish to express my appreciation to all those who have contributed to the development 
of these booklets. Consultants within the Directorate of Education Standards initiated and 
coordinated the work with considerable support from Link Community Development and 
Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO). Particular thanks are due to those who were consulted 
and contributed to the editing process, notably district inspectors, headteachers, Link
Community Development and VSO offi cers.

Finally, I urge all stakeholders in the education sector to engage fully with the improvement 
agenda. The booklets will help you to: 

• evaluate the quality of education you provide;

• identify and address the gaps;

• identify key strengths on which to build; and

• select priorities for improvement to include in your improvement plans.

I commend the booklets to all of you in the education sector who have the shared goal of 
improving the learning experiences and achievements of our children and young people. 
 

Hon. Major (Rtd) Jessica Alupo (M.P)

Minister of Education and Sports
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Introduction to the series
Evaluating and improving the quality of education 

Learners are at the centre of the work of every school, sub-county and district.  This series 
of guides by the Directorate of Education Standards (DES) aims to help education professionals 
improve the experiences and achievements of learners in schools and business, technical 
and vocational institutions (BTVET).

Each of the fi rst fi ve guides in the series covers a key area of the school’s work, one with a 
major and positive impact on the learning, achievements, safety and happiness of young 
people. 

The guides explain how schools, sub-counties and districts can:

• evaluate the quality of education they provide;
• identify key strengths on which to build;
• identify gaps between what they are aiming for and actual practice; and
• select priorities, targets and measures of success to include in their improvement plans.

The aim of Part 6: How we inspect

Part 6 builds on Parts 1-5 and is designed for use during the induction and training of:

• inspectors working for national inspection bodies;
• local government inspectors, quality improvement offi cers and other professional 

 evaluators; and
• Associate Assessors, education professionals and members of governing bodies 

 (including Foundation Bodies) who work as members of inspection teams.

Part 6 may also be of interest to: 

• tutors in primary and national teachers’ colleges, both pre-service and outreach;
• members of  governing bodies;
• headteachers and school staff;
• Ministry offi cials; and
• education specialists working in international and non-governmental organisations.

The aim of this wider circulation is to increase transparency in inspection, improve 
partnerships among education professionals and, by so doing, contribute to overall
improvements in the quality of education across the country. 

Part 6 sets out to:

• explain the distinctive role and purpose of inspection and external evaluation;
• outline methodologies and approaches to inspection, including the uses of quantitative

 or performance indicators, quality indicators, perception measures and standards;
• consider the role of inspection in evaluating and reporting on the quality of 

 education in individual schools, within local areas and across the country as a 
 whole; and
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     • present approaches to improving the consistency, validity and reliability of 
 approaches to inspection, monitoring and evaluation among all education professionals.

This booklet draws on quality indicators (QIs) from the Handbook for School Inspectors, 
Education Standards Agency 2005 and also refers to Basic Requirements and Minimum 
Standards (BRMS), Ministry of Education and Sports March 2010.

Using this series of guides in international settings

The overall aims of education – to enable young people to learn and achieve – are common 
across all countries, although the way these aims are expressed and the context in which 
they are delivered may vary. However, the following key building blocks of education are 
universally recognised: leadership; the curriculum; teaching and learning; assessment; 
support for learning; the environment for learning; and partnerships with parents and the 
community. 

The QIs and standards which are referred to in this guide are very similar to indicators 
and measures used in many other countries. The overall approach outlined in this series 
of guides may, therefore, be transferred to other settings quite easily. The techniques and 
individual methodologies proposed may be selected from, added and adapted to specifi c 
cultural contexts.

Throughout this guide, the terms ‘inspection’ or ‘inspectors’ should be taken to refer to any 
form of external approach to evaluating the quality of education in schools.
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Section 1: What is inspection?

Uganda’s Framework for Inspection 2005, states that ‘school inspection is a purposeful visit 
to an educational institution to provide an independent and external evaluation of the quality 
of education being provided.  Inspectors will therefore investigate:

     • the quality and standards of teaching and learning;
     • how well the institution is being managed; and
     • the levels of attainment and overall achievements of the learners.’

The key focus of every inspection and of every stage of inspection - during planning, during 
the actual inspection visits and when writing reports – is the nature of young people’s learning, 
care and support needs and the extent to which the school is successful in meeting these 
needs. 

External evaluation

In Uganda, inspection, also known as external evaluation, takes place at national level 
through the work of inspectors in the Directorate of Education Standards, and at local 
level through the work of inspectors working within districts, sub-counties and municipalities. 
Inspection is planned according to a set cycle of activities. All schools are expected to be 
inspected regularly by evaluators external to the school. Many countries have adopted 
similar approaches to external evaluation, although the terminology used for the
professional role may differ and the overall balance of activities, and their focus and 
emphasis may vary to some degree.

The quality assurance and improvement activities carried out by the national inspectorate 
have their counterparts in related activities carried out at local government and school level.
 

Inspection takes place within a nationally established system. It is not an activity which any 
individual or group can just decide to carry out by themselves. One of the reasons for this 
is that consistency in the measures, indicators and approaches used is essential to ensure 

National policy and quality assurance of inspection by DES

Inspection and monitoring by local government inspectors

School performance review and school improvement planning

Improvements in children’s learning, achievements, safety and happiness

Support supervision by school administrators and senior teachers, and
professional refl ection by class teachers
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fairness, transparency and equity across all the schools inspected. Professional inspectors 
require specialised training in established methodologies. Inspection should involve the 
use of published national measures and indicators and consistently adopted, reliable and 
valid approaches to evaluation. 

Internal evaluation

External evaluation is complemented by ongoing internal evaluation, or self-evaluation by 
schools themselves. Schools are expected to carry out self-evaluation of the quality of 
education they provide, as part of the process of school performance review and school 
improvement planning (see Part 1). In addition to its role in the improvement process,
reporting on self-evaluation is an important aspect of schools’ accountability to its stakeholders. 
Internal evaluation should involve all members of the school community: headteachers 
and staff, governing bodies, Foundation bodies, parent representatives and young people 
themselves. Regular ongoing evaluation of this kind is often called ‘monitoring’ and may be 
carried out with the support of local government inspectors, coordinating centre
tutors (CCTs) and, sometimes, specialised NGOs with professional education staff trained 
in evaluative techniques. Parts 1-5 in this series can be used to support internal evaluation 
and monitoring of this kind, as well as formal external inspection. 

External evaluation (or inspection) and internal evaluation (or self-evaluation or monitoring) 
are both necessary and should both identify areas for improvement for inclusion in school 
improvement plans. Inspectors take into account the effectiveness of the internal evaluation 
carried out by schools when considering the quality of leadership and management within 
the school. However, we also need to understand that it may take some time for individual 
schools to gain the confi dence to undertake self-evaluation without support. Inspection 
plays an important role in validating schools’ self-evaluation, referring to national
benchmarks.

The aims of inspection

The aims of inspection are:

• to provide public assurance about the quality of education across the country; and
• to contribute to improvements in education at the level of individual schools, within

 sub-counties and districts and across the country as a whole. 

Providing public assurance

By public assurance we mean that inspectors have a duty to provide accurate,
comprehensive and reliable information, intelligence and data about the quality of education 
in individual schools and across the country. This information benefi ts the following groups:

• policymakers such as Ministers and government offi cials who are responsible for
 engaging in long-term strategic planning for education across the country;

• international development partners and agencies, non-governmental organisations
 (NGOs) and organisations with responsibilities for teacher education, curriculum 
 development, child protection and other aspects of educational provision and 
 improvement;
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     • parents and members of the community, all of whom have a right to know about the
 quality of education provided by the schools to which they send their children; 

     • members of the public, including taxpayers and employers, all of whom are entitled
 to know whether taxes are being used effectively to provide education of good
 quality and whether young people leaving school have acquired the necessary
 knowledge and skills for employment and/or further education and training; and

     • learners themselves, who also have a right to know if education in the school which
 they attend compares well with national standards and to standards in other similar
 institutions.

Contributing to improvements

By contributing to improvements we mean that the actual process of inspection should 
lead to schools getting better.  Obviously, other agencies are also involved in the improvement 
process, for example school leaders, teachers and advisory and support bodies. That is 
why the term contribute is used: inspectors are not wholly responsible for bringing about 
improvement. However, their work should make a signifi cant contribution to the improvement 
process.

This aim of inspection is refl ected in the vision statement developed by Uganda’s Directorate 
of Education Standards.

Our vision is to contribute to improvements in the learning experiences and
achievements of all children, young people and adult learners in Uganda.

There are many ways in which inspectors contribute to improvement in schools and
districts. Examples may include the following.

     • During inspection activity, inspectors interact with headteachers, promoted staff, 
 class teachers, learners and members of the community. They ask them questions 
 which encourage them to think more deeply about their own practice and the quality
 of education provided by their school, and to consider how both of these can be
 improved. 

     • At the end of every inspection, inspectors identify strengths on which schools can
 build and areas for improvement to include in their improvement plans. Inspectors
 also share examples of good practice across schools to support improvements more
 widely. 

     • Through their national reports and presentations at conferences and meetings,
 inspectors share examples of good practice with other international, national and
 local agencies and organisations with a remit for educational improvement, for
 example development partners, the National Curriculum Development Centre,
 the Uganda National Examination Board and individual districts and municipalities.
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• Inspectors are also charged with following up inspections by returning to schools to
 check whether improvements have been made since the previous inspection.

• Inspectors exchange information with CCTs and with other district offi cials so that 
 each group is kept informed about the support needs of individual schools, and is
 aware of the aspects of improvement on which individual schools are currently
 engaged. Team working between district offi cials and CCTs is essential for improvements
 in schools, particularly in basic education, to be supported and sustained.

Finally, by continually refl ecting on and improving the quality of their own inspection practice, 
inspectors should model the process of improvement for schools and districts. The 
question ‘who inspects the inspectors?’ can only be answered through rigorous, systematic 
and reliable self-evaluation carried out by inspectors themselves.

Refl ection and discussion
Think about your experience of inspection to date, either as a practitioner whose school has 
recently undergone an inspection, as an associate assessor or as a national or local inspector.

• In your experience of inspection so far, what has been the balance between providing 
 public assurance and bringing about improvement?

• Do you think this balance needs to be adjusted in the light of what you have read so far?
• What other activities do inspectors do and how important are they?
• What other activities do you think inspectors could or should be engaged in, in

 addition to or instead of, what they are currently doing?
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Section 2: Values, attitudes and skills

Inspection has a strong ethical basis. The professional conduct of inspectors has to be 
beyond reproach as they are in the position of making judgements about the conduct and 
professionalism of other people and organisations. 

Key values

The DES Code of Conduct outlines in detail four key values and explains how these values 
should be exemplifi ed in the work of inspectors.

 Integrity: working to the highest professional and moral standards.
 
 Objectivity: being fair and not being infl uenced by personal feelings or prejudices.

 Honesty: telling the truth and not being open to corruption or to pressure from 
   others.

 Impartiality: being unbiased and not favouring some people or institutions more 
   than others.

Our responsibility as individual inspectors is to ensure that in our inspections the needs and 
entitlements of young people always come fi rst and that our professional conduct meets 
the highest standards. 

The four key values lie behind inspectors’ conduct during inspection. For example, working 
to professional standards requires that methodology, indicators and measures used during
inspection should be transparent, publicly available and shared with school staff. The individual 
views of those interviewed remain confi dential unless they indicate that the safety of some 
learners may be at risk. Further detail about the conduct of inspection is outlined in the DES 
Code of Conduct and the Handbook for School Inspectors.

For refl ection and discussion

     • Think of an example of how each of these values might affect the way an inspection
 is carried out. 
     • Can you think of any diffi culties an inspector might have in working according to 
 these values? 
     • How do you think the professional conduct of inspectors infl uences the effectiveness
 of the inspection process?
     • How do you think the professional conduct of inspectors infl uences the overall
 impact of inspection on the quality of education within schools?

Key skills, attitudes and experience

Inspectors require a range of professional skills, attitudes and experience, some of which overlap.  

     • Core skills, which are generic and relate to the work of all professionals and civil servants. 
     • Professional expertise, which is specifi c to the work of inspectors. 
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• Broader experience, on which inspectors can build, for example from their previous
 teaching experience or even their non-professional lives.
• Leadership skills, to help them take leading roles in improving education across the country.

Core skills include:     •  analysis, synthesis and use of intelligence and objective
    and reliable evidence in decision-making;
        • fi nancial management;
        • planning and management of projects and programmes;
        • political and social awareness;
        • risk management; 
        • self-management; and
        • oral and written communication.

Professional       • knowledge of the national education system, legislation, regulatory
expertise – essential codes, policies and agreed minimum standards in schools;
skills and knowledge    • approaches to educational evaluation including appropriate use
which we may need of standards, measures, quality indicators and quantitative
to learn    performance indicators; 
        • inspection planning;
        • gathering evidence (observing and interviewing);
        • data analysis (statistics like attendance, examination results,
    dropout rates);
        • evaluating classroom practice and educational management 
    and governance;
        • making evidence-based judgements;
        • recording evidence and writing reports;
        • familiarity with current international research on  teaching,
    learning and assessment;
        • knowledge of curriculum policy and the curriculum framework 
    at all stages and across all education sectors;
        • understanding of child development and how children learn; and
        • ICT skills.

Broader experience    • teaching, supporting, coaching, mentoring, training;
from our previous       • education management;
professional jobs, on  • guidance and counselling;
which we can build     • research skills;
        • advocacy, listening;
        • planning and time management;
        • decision making;
        • building relationships; and
        • self-management, self-evaluation and refl ection. 

Leadership skills      • leading an inspection or project team;
        • managing people;
        • managing performance;
        • application of creative and critical thinking;
        • dealing with confl ict;
        • managing change and innovation;
        • inspiring trust; and
        • focusing on outcomes.
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For refl ection and discussion
     • Consider each of the skills and areas of experience listed above.
     • Refl ect on your own personal strengths and development needs.
     • Decide what you need to do to meet your development needs and develop further
 the skills of a professional inspector.

As inspectors, we also need to develop professional attitudes and behaviour such as:

      Honesty, integrity, reliability  Creativity and innovativeness
      Discretion     Empathy, patience, approachability
      Decisiveness and fi rmness  Commitment to lifelong learning
      A focus on the needs of ALL learners Respect and courtesy
        (Page 12 of the Handbook for School Inspectors)

These attitudes and behaviours enable inspectors to focus on bringing about improvement 
for the sake of the children in our schools. In particular, they help us to develop the kinds 
of relationships with teachers and leaders in schools and districts which will enable us to 
be constructive and persuasive when providing feedback, while also remaining fi rm and 
focused above all on what is best for learners. 

For refl ection and discussion
     • Arrange the attitudes and behaviours listed on the previous page in order of
 importance, prioritising those which are likely to have most impact in bringing about
 improvements in schools.
     • Explain to your colleagues the reasons for your ordering of the list and discuss your 
 various responses.
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Section 3: Tools and methodology

In order to carry out their work effectively, inspectors use tools and methodologies which 
enable them to work to consistently high standards across the country and within every 
school. Inspectors always use the same professional approaches as each other so that it 
should make no difference which individual inspector inspects which schools. Schools will 
always know that they will get a fair deal. Furthermore, the accuracy and reliability of the 
information which inspectors provide and the judgements they make depend on the
consistent application of these tools. 

In Uganda, the development of approaches to inspection is the responsibility of the Directorate 
of Education Standards (DES).  The mission of DES is:

 To provide a rational system of setting and defi ning standards and quality 
 of education and training, and to monitor the achievement of
 such standards and quality to ensure continually improving
 learning and achievement for all learners in Uganda.

Inspection is NOT just data-gathering. Anybody can collect data, as long as he or she does 
it conscientiously and accurately. Data does not answer questions; it suggests questions 
which need to be asked.

Inspection is about making judgements, in other words, evaluation. Evaluation is a much 
more sophisticated activity than data-gathering. Once data has been gathered (whether by 
inspectors or by other professionals), it needs to be analysed and refl ected on. That is the 
job of an inspector. Inspectors refer to data alongside other sources of evidence when they 
make evaluations. Inspection requires professional training and the application of 
professional tools and techniques.

When inspectors make judgements about the quality of education in a school, they use 
various tools. It is the responsibility of inspectors to make sure that headteachers and 
school staff are aware of these tools and understand how they are used. 

The two main sets of tools used in inspection are the following.

• Standards like those in BRMS. Standards measure minimum requirements. Inspectors judge  
 whether the practice or provision they observe in schools meets the basic standard or not. 

• Quality indicators (QIs) like those in the Handbook. QIs evaluate how well a school is doing 
 and how much further it has to go to provide a very good quality of education. 

• Public assurance may require us to measure whether schools reach minimum
 standards.

• We need to evaluate the quality of education if we want to help schools to improve.

All inspectors should use the same published sets of standards and QIs. This practice ensures 
that when they inspect schools they all use consistent approaches and make reliable judgements 
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every time and in every school. It is not fair on headteachers and their staff if different
‘inspectors’ use different tools and different approaches to inspection.

Measuring standards

By ‘standards’ we mean basic expectations which are set down and against which
evaluators measure the actual practice and provision they observe. Checking against minimum 
standards of provision, for example those in BRMS, usually requires a simple met/not met, 
yes/no, seen/not seen response marked against a checklist. This approach to measuring 
basic standards of provision is a manageable way for non-professionals to monitor the 
practice and provision in an individual school. It is therefore appropriate for this approach 
to be used by stakeholders such as parents and members of the community.

When the achievement of standards is collated across a school, district or country, the
results are usually expressed as a percentage, for example:

     • 50% of schools in a particular district have a pupil-teacher ratio of 1:53.
     • Teacher attendance in the country across the year stands at 43%.
     • 65% of the teachers in a particular school had produced lesson plans for the month
 before the inspection. 
     • Only 20% of schools in the district had the recommended number of latrines per
 pupil.

However, the seen/not seen approach has signifi cant limitations when it is used as an 
inspection tool as it does not address issues of quality. For example, the extent to which 
latrines are clean and sanitary is at least as important as the number of stances. Similarly, the 
existence of lesson plans is less important than whether lesson planning is used effectively 
to improve learning. Teachers may produce lesson plans but these may be of poor quality 
or not actually be applied when teaching, which is often the case. Teachers may sometimes 
simply produce lesson plans to be seen by senior managers or external evaluators. 

Over the years, the implementation of Universal Primary Education (UPE) in developing 
countries has necessarily involved a shift of emphasis in measurement and evaluation. To 
begin with, the main concern was access to education. The extent of access has been 
judged by straightforward quantitative measures such as percentage enrolment fi gures, 
with the Millennium Development Goals as the target (or standard). 

It is becoming clear, however, that the quality of education is now at least as important as 
access or other basic standards. As a result, inspection in developing countries is moving 
beyond simple counting and checking seen/not seen against minimum standards. The 
emphasis now is on evaluating the quality of education which learners receive once they 
are in school. It is this quality which will ultimately make a difference to their choices and 
chances in life.

Evaluating quality

When inspectors evaluate the quality of educational practice or provision which they
observe, they ask questions like:
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• How good is it?
• To what extent has it been implemented?
• How well are the learners doing?
• How effectively is the school managed?

The answers to these questions require inspectors to use a scale to judge quality. In Uganda, 
the scale which inspectors use to evaluate the quality of education has four levels: very 
good, good, weak and poor. Other countries use different scales, but the purpose is the same.

  

This scale is used to judge the quality of provision across the school in relation to specifi c 
quality indicators published in the Handbook. When making notes against individual QIs, 
you do not need to address every single theme. They are not checklists. Some themes are 
more important than others especially those with direct impact on the learning, safety, 
happiness and achievements of young people. The scale is NOT used to judge the
effectiveness or otherwise of the work of an individual teacher. These QIs are listed at the 
back of this booklet and in Part 1. They are also used as a basis for the questions outlined 
in Parts 2-5. 

When inspectors want to describe the quality of education across an entire district or
municipality, or across the country as a whole, they can work out the percentage of schools which 
demonstrate provision of a particular quality, as judged against the scale above. For example:

• The national inspectorate could report that 55% of schools had important 
 weaknesses in providing a safe and secure environment for learners. 
• A district could report that teaching and learning were of good quality in 45% of its schools.

Gathering reliable evidence
Before inspectors can make any judgement of quality using the scale above, they need to 
collect robust and comprehensive evidence.

Different sources of evidence

You cannot come to a view of quality using only one source of evidence.  Inspectors take 
into account different sources of evidence and see if they confi rm each other. We call this 
triangulation. There are three main sources of evidence:

•  statistical data (ie things you can count, also called quantitative or performance
  indicators);
•  people’s views (ie what stakeholders think about the quality of education the school
  provides, their perceptions); and

Evaluation Summary Explanation

Very good Major strengths Overall strengths, with few weaknesses, if any.  Learners’ 
experiences and achievements are of a very high quality.

Good Important 
strengths with
some weaknesses

Some important strengths. Learners’ experiences and
achievements could be better in some respects.

Weak Important
weaknesses

Some strengths, but also important weaknesses. These
weaknesses have a negative effect on learners’ experiences
and achievements.

Poor Major 
weaknesses

Very serious weaknesses. Improving learners’ experiences
and achievements is an urgent priority.
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• direct observation of learners’ experiences (ie what you yourself see when you spend 
 time in the school and watch the activities going on).

 Statistical Data      People’s views

     • Examination results           • learners
     • Attendance            • headteacher
     • Drop-out rates           • school staff
     •  Participation in           • parents
 curricular activities           • governing bodies

    Direct observation of learners’ experiences
         • in lessons, observing learning and teaching
         • during co-curricular activities and at lunchtimes

The chart below includes examples of the different kinds of evidence you would look at when 
arriving at a view of the quality of learners’ understanding and attainment

Data Inspectors might analyse:
•    At least 3 years’ examination results presented as %
      passes overall or at a particular grade, NOT raw scores. Look
     for trends – increase, decrease or results staying the same.
•    Drop-out rates until P7, S4 or S6: increase, decrease, staying
     the same.
•   Professional knowledge of attainment in similar schools
     (from UNEB) with which you can compare the attainment in 
     this school. (By ‘similar’, we mean operating in a similar 
      locality, operating a similar selection regime, with similar levels 
      of privilege or poverty, founded by the same faith group)
•    Learners’ attainment at entry into the stage/school (S1, S5), 
      compared with their attainment later on. Is it what your
      experience would lead you to expect or are learners not
      doing as well as expected?

People’s views Inspectors might ask
Learners:
•    to explain a topic (shows whether they have understood it)
•    what aspects have been easy or diffi cult
•    about their progress and the work in their exercise books
•    about approaches teachers use to manage behaviour
Teachers:
•     about the support and advice they have received from their headteacher
•    about the progress of the whole class and of specifi c learners
•    to describe the approaches they use to manage learners’ behaviour
Parents:
•   about the progress their children are making
•   the reputation of the school within the community
•   the model of conduct which teachers provide (And so on)

Evidence
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Analysing data

Some data or quantitative indicators which are used to measure outcomes for young people 
are very important, for example learners’ attendance rates, drop-out rates and performance 
in examinations. Even in non-formal settings where learners do not sit an examination, for 
example in some BTVET courses, inspectors still check the extent to which learners’ practi-
cal skills meet the criteria required by certifi cation. Achievement of certifi cates acquired 
through practical activities can be ‘counted’ in the same way as examination results. 
Such quantitative indicators are used alongside qualitative judgements about whether the 
school is enabling children to learn effectively and achieve. (See Part 3.) For example:

     • In a particular school, 55% of learners dropped out between P1 and P7. This means that 
 the school was successful in retaining only 45% of its pupil cohort between P1 and P7.

     • Across a particular district, 70% of learners passed their Primary Leaving Examination
 overall and 20% passed with Division 1 or 2.

However, you must use caution when analysing data. Data by itself does not tell you very 
much about the success or otherwise of a school. For example, very high examination 
results may come about as the result of cramming and rote learning, with the result that 
learners quickly forget what they have studied and are unlikely to be able to apply their 
knowledge effectively.  In Uganda this is called ‘overteaching’. Furthermore, very high 
examination results combined with very high drop-out rates should sound a warning. In 
fact, instead of indicating a school which is successful in enabling its learners to achieve, it 
may simply indicate a school which manages to persuade its less able learners to drop out 
so that it can concentrate on its more able students.

What issues like these show us is that looking at data should suggest questions to ask 
school staff, parents and learners. Data on its own does not answer questions. Alongside 
the examination results, inspectors need to look at the learning of children in the classroom 
and the extent to which they actually understand and can apply their learning.

Listening to people’s views

Inspections provide a number of opportunities for inspectors to gather the perceptions of 
stakeholders, in particular the most important stakeholders of all: the children. You can 
gather people’s views by arranging interviews and meetings. However, you can also chat to 

Direct observation Inspectors might:
•    observe learners carrying out some learning activities
•    watch learners apply skills the they have learned in a practical
      context
•    observe learners’ responses during lessons
•    observe how teachers treat learners
•    how learners treat each other
•    look at assessment records to evaluate the progress of
      individual learners
•     look at exercise books to evaluate learners’ understanding and progress
•    look at the extent to which learners exemplify the behaviour and
     life skills which they are supposed to develop in school
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learners informally in the classroom and compound. For example, you can talk to children 
about what they are learning, whether they are enjoying school and whether they understand 
what they are taught. You can ask about approaches to managing behaviour. You may fi nd 
that learners provide different answers from those given by staff. Learners may tell you that 
they are beaten in class. Teachers may tell you that they never use corporal punishment. As 
an inspector, it is your job to work out what the real situation is.

Gathering the views of parents and members of the community is also very important. You 
may need to make it clear to staff the value you place on community views. And, of course, 
staff also have a right to discuss their views of the school with you. 

The perceptions of stakeholders like these provide you with ‘audit trails’, or aspects of the 
school to follow up in further evidence-gathering. Inspectors do not make evaluations on 
the basis of people’s views alone. However, people’s views are invaluable in helping
inspectors understand what the key issues in the school are.

Observing classroom practice and out-of-class activities

Many teachers think that when an inspector is in the class his or her main concern only
relates to what the teacher is doing at the time. In fact, a key aspect of lesson observation
is to observe and evaluate the quality of learners’ experiences. You need to do this without 
disturbing the lesson: ‘be a fl y on the wall’. Here are some things you can do when in 
classes.

• Watch the lesson from a learner’s perspective. Ask yourself, ‘What is it like to be a learner
 in this class?’ Did every child take part in the lesson or were some doing very little? Were
 some bored because they already knew how to do the work? Did some children not 
 understand? What was the teacher doing about this? Were the learners interested? Were 
 they frightened or wary? Was there a good atmosphere in the class?

• Carry out some activities relating to the lesson with a group of learners. Do they
 understand what is being taught? 

• Look at their exercise books – what progress have they made? What activities have 
 they been doing?  Independent learning or copying?  Has the teacher given them
 good advice on how to improve?

• Ask learners about some of the things they have learned in previous lessons. Do
 they show they have understood or are they just repeating facts they have learned
 off by heart?

• Look at the teacher’s plans and records. Do they build on assessment of what the learners
 can do and address the aspects they fi nd diffi cult (ie through continuous assessment)?  

• Make evaluative notes on your classroom visit notepad.

Similar principles apply when observing learners’ behaviour in the compound during breaks 
and during co-curricular activities. Inspectors will still make efforts to speak to young
people and look at the extent to which all are involved in activities and how well the learners 
are treating each other. 
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Looking at documentary evidence

In addition to weighing up evidence from data, direct observation and people’s views, 
schools may also have a range of documentation available for inspectors to look at, for 
example policy documents, records of teachers’ training, school improvement plans, 
lesson plans, minutes of meetings and assessment records. Do not spend too much time 
during inspections looking at fi les and reading documentation. Remember, paper is not as 
important as people. Be selective. Plan your reading around what you need to fi nd out and 
use your time effi ciently and effectively. 

Rules of thumb:

•  Direct observation of learning in the classroom, discussions with learners and checking 
     their exercise books is essential for triangulation. Documents by themselves tell 
 you very little about the quality of teaching and learning in a school.

• Assessment records and progress reports on school improvement plans are more
 important than minutes of meetings because they focus on actual improvements in
 learners’ experiences and achievements. 

• Lesson plans indicate intended coverage of the curriculum. They are of no importance 
 at all by themselves in helping you to evaluate the quality of the teaching and learning
 process. You need to triangulate what is in the plans with what actually happens and
 the work which learners complete. What and how teachers actually teach is more
 important than what they write down for inspectors to look at.

• Timetables only tell you what ought to happen. Check learners’ exercise books to 
 see if all subjects are covered and whether all the lessons have been taught.

• Good examination results can be achieved using poor teaching methods, including
 ‘over-teaching’ and excessive testing.  As a result, learners may become demotivated
 and drop out of school. When looking at results you must also look at the drop-out 
 rate. Very good results combined with a high drop-out rate indicate a school which
 is not doing the best for all its learners.

• Examination results may not tell you about the progress and achievement of some
 learners with special educational needs or about the most vulnerable. You need to 
 look at the work and assessment of such learners individually, in other words, select
 a sample.

• Records of support supervision carried out by senior staff need to be checked against 
 the teachers’ experiences.

• School improvement plans are important.  They must, however, be triangulated against 
 the evidence of actual improvement which you see in the school.  You must be able 
 to see the impact of the improvement plan on children’s learning, achievements, 
 safety and happiness. 

In summary: actions and impact are more important than paper records.  Given the 
choice between spending more time interacting with learners or more time reading paper 
records, the time with the children will always be more important. Plan your time well.

For refl ection and discussion
• A particular school has recently introduced more active approaches to learning. What 

 sources of evidence would you look at to check whether these improvements have
 been effective in improving children’s learning?
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Using evidence to arrive at an evaluation 

Each QI in the Handbook deals with an important aspect of the work of the school. 
QIs have several themes.  Themes are the main features of the aspect the QI is covering.

For example, the themes of QI 6: Learners’ understanding and attainment are:

• Learners’ levels of attainment in each subject
• Learners’ levels of attainment in school assessments and national examinations
• The school’s progress in improving levels of attainment overall
• Learners’ progress in understanding, and in improving the standards of their work
• Learners’ attainment levels relative to any special needs they may have.

To arrive at an evaluation of learners’ understanding and attainment you would analyse
 statistical data on attainment, talk to learners to fi nd out how much they understand, study 
a sample of learners’ work and talk to teachers about their views of performance in the 
class or school. You would also observe how well learners respond in class. Referring to 
more than one source of evidence enables you to triangulate your evidence and arrive at a 
secure judgement.

For refl ection and discussion
• Look at the table below. Four pieces of evidence from a school inspection are 
 highlighted in bold.
• The questions in italics ask you about other sources of evidence you might look at in
 order to triangulate. The fi rst activity has been completed for you as an example.

Documentation/Data Direct observation People’s views
The school register shows
that attendance is 80%.  It is 
important to check this data
and fi nd out if there is teaching
happening each day.

In lessons count the children
and check the dates on the
work in their notebooks.

Ask the children when the school 
is closed, and how often there 
are no teachers or no lessons.  
Ask them how often the lessons
fi nish before the bell rings…

The headteacher tells you that 
he discusses teaching methods 
at staff meetings and shows 
you his folder of minutes.
Does this mean that you can 
conclude that they are good 
teachers or that he is a good 
headteacher?

What additional evidence about 
their teaching skills would you 
look for by direct observation?

What could you ask the staff in 
order to test the quality of the
advice the headteacher gives
them?

How could you fi nd out how
well the library is used to 
support learning?

The library (or laboratory) is 
well stocked and organised.
Can you conclude that it is a
good learning resource?

How could you fi nd out if the
library has a positive impact on
students’ learning?

How might you fi nd out more 
about the attainment of girls?

How might you fi nd out more
about the learning experiences 
of girls?

The girls say the teacher does 
not pay enough attention to 
them. Does this mean that they 
don’t learn well?
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THE FACT THAT THERE IS A POLICY IN THE HEADTEACHER’S OFFICE 
DOES NOT MEAN THAT WHAT IT SAYS IS ACTUALLY HAPPENING. 

When you evaluate the quality of an aspect of education provided by the school, you should 
take the following steps.

1. For each QI, write brief notes about the strengths and weaknesses you have
 observed, based on the evidence you have gathered.  Only record key points, and 
 focus on aspects which affect learners.  You do not need to note evidence against 
 every theme: QIs are not checklists.  Some of your evidence may relate to data you
  have gathered, some to interviews (informal chats as well as formal meetings) and some
  to observations you have made. 

2. Consider the importance of each of the strengths and areas for improvement. Ask
 yourself in each case whether they have had a signifi cantly positive or negative
 impact on the quality of learners’ experiences and achievements. 

3.  Now decide whether the quality of the aspect you are evaluating is very good, good,
 weak or poor, using the chart on Page 14 This is a professional judgement based on
 the importance of the evidence you have observed and the extent to which particular
 features have a positive or negative impact on children’s learning, safety, happiness 
 or achievements. 

DON’T COUNT the strengths and weaknesses.  

Instead, think about how IMPORTANT they each are, and their IMPACT on children’s
learning, safety, happiness and achievements.

When you make your evaluations, remember that QIs are related to each other.  For example:
• the quality of teaching and learning is related to the quality of leadership.
• learners’ attainment in classwork and examinations is related to the quality of teaching. 

These relationships are causal. When you make evaluations in relation to one QI you also 
need to check the evaluations you have given for other QIs to make sure they make sense. 
For example: 

• If learners’ attainment is poor, how can leadership of the school be evaluated as good?
• If learners’ attainment is poor, how can teaching and learning processes be

 evaluated as good?

EITHER these evaluations are not accurate, OR there is an underlying story which needs to be told.

For example:  A headteacher has recently been appointed and is working hard to improve 
teaching and learning in the school, but it is taking some time for his or her work to have an 
IMPACT on raising attainment.

For refl ection and discussion
• Have you visited or worked in a school where inconsistencies like those described 
 above were apparent? If so, what caused these inconsistencies?
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     • Can you think of other aspects of education or specifi c QIs which are linked in a
 similar way? (There is a list of QIs at the end of this booklet.)

The framework of quality indicators

DES has developed 18 QIs for use in inspection/external evaluation. However, you would 
never use them all within an individual inspection. 

     • You have a limited amount of time in each school.
     • Not all QIs are equally important. Some QIs are more important than others.

The QIs which are most important in inspection are those with a direct impact on the quality 
of education which learners experience. By ‘quality of education’, we mean:

     • the key outcomes of education, in particular learners’ understanding and attainment;
     • the key processes which take place in the classroom and across the school, in 
 particular teaching and learning, assessment, access and equity; and
     • the key inputs with a major impact on teaching and learning and on outcomes for
 learners, in particular leadership and governance.
 

Evaluation quality

The leadership and management inputs affect the quality of teaching and learning
processes. In turn, these processes affect the quality of learners’ outcomes. 

Some DES quality indicators relate to outcomes, some to processes and some to inputs.
 

The school’s
outcomes

and

achievements 

Teaching
and

learning
processes

Leadership
and

management
inputs
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DES QUALITY INDICATOR FRAMEWORK

The word ‘key’ is signifi cant. School education has many aspects. However, inspectors 
generally evaluate only the ‘key’ activities: those which are drivers in bringing about positive 
outcomes for learners. They may therefore select different groups of QIs according to the 
purpose and focus of particular inspection programmes and the specifi c inspection model 
adopted.

It is important that internal and external evaluation do not focus too much on evaluating
relatively unimportant inputs, while neglecting major outcomes such as learners’ understanding 
and attainment. Learning, teaching and achievement are among the key purposes of education 
and should always be evaluated.

BRMS covers a good range of the basic inputs and processes of education. Evaluating and 
improving in these aspects provides a sound basis for further improvement. However, the 
standards in BRMS do not include key inputs of leadership or key outcomes for learners 
and the school community.
 

Outcomes for
learners

The school’s
outcomes and achievements

Leadership and management
inputs

Teaching & learning
processes

6. Learners’
understanding
and attainment

14. Climate and
relationships
within the
school

16. Community
relations

7. Leadership

15. School
governance

1. Quality of teachers’
planning
2. Quality of use of
resources and of the
classroom
enviroment
3. Quality of the
teaching and learning
process
4. Assessment,
recording and
reporting
12. Management of
co-curricular activities
13. Access and equity

5. Teachers’
knowledge
8. Financial
management
9. Management of 
resources
10. Supervision of
teaching and 
learning
11. Staff
deployment and 
development
17. Sanitation,
health and nutrition
18. School safety
and security

Impact on the 
school

community

LeadershipWhole-school and
classroom

Management
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A full list of DES QIs is included at the end of this guide. Inspectors are expected to be 
familiar with them and use them alongside other standards and measures in planning and 
carrying out inspections.
 

Outcomes for
learners

The school’s
outcomes and achievements

Leadership and management
inputs

Teaching & learning
processes

4. Organisation and
Management of 
Teaching and Learning
Processes

5. Organisation and
Development of 
Co-curricular Activities

6. Organisation and
Development of
Learners

10. Discipline
Management and 
Development

1. Overall Management

2. Provision and
Management of
Structures and Facilities

3. Staff Organisation
and Development

7. Finance Generation
and Management

8. Organisation and
Development of
Institutio-Parents/
Community

9. Health, Sanitation and
Enviroment 
Organisation and
Development

11. Time Organisation
and Management

12. Organisation and
Management of School
Safety and Security

13. Management and
Organisation of
Boarding Facilities

Impact on the 
school

community

LeadershipWhole-school and
classroom

Management
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Section 4: The inspection and reporting process

Inspection procedures, instruments or tools and templates are set down in advance by the 
DES department responsible for the inspection programme in which you are involved as an 
inspector. This way of working applies equally to inspectors working at local government 
level and to the national inspectors in DES. The nature of these procedures, the choice of 
tools and the design and content of the templates are not decisions made by individual 
inspectors. 

Indeed, it is not fair for schools if individual inspectors organise inspections in their own 
ways as it means that schools will be treated differently from each other. It is essential 
that all inspectors carry out inspections in the same way. Local government inspectors, 
in particular, must work within the guidelines and use the templates provided by the Basic 
Education Department of DES, otherwise primary schools across Uganda will be inspected 
in different ways. This is not fair to schools and gives an inaccurate view of the quality of 
education across the country to Ministers, offi cials and international donors. 

Achieving consistency across local government inspectors is one of the most important 
priorities in inspection in Uganda.

However, although they use standard guidelines and templates, individual inspectors still 
need to plan their time carefully and ensure that they are clear about the purpose of the 
inspection and the report which they will subsequently submit.

Planning your time

The focus of the inspection and the quality indicators and other measures to be used will 
infl uence the planning of the inspection, in particular the sources of evidence to be sought. 
Timetable the inspection so that all relevant aspects can be covered in the time available 
and enough evidence collected for your judgements to be secure. If you are working in a 
team, assign specifi c lesson observations and interviews so that each inspector contributes 
to the evidence base.

Parts 2-5 provide a range of questions based on the DES QIs to help you plan and organise 
your evidence gathering, particularly your observations, interviews and data collection. The 
questions can – and should - be selected, edited, combined, rephrased and added to as 
necessary according to the purpose and focus of inspection. In other words, use the guides 
fl exibly to meet the needs of a particular inspection programme or model.

It is particularly important to plan for team meetings, where more than one person is
involved in the inspection, so that team members can agree on evaluations and the key 
fi ndings of the inspection. If you are working on your own, you will still need time to refl ect 
so that your evaluations are not rushed. 

Final feedback sessions should be given enough time for staff and other stakeholders to 
discuss key fi ndings with inspectors and discuss the best way forward, including planning 
for improvement.
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Principal inspectors will give advice on which schools you should inspect. You must follow 
their guidance as otherwise some schools may be neglected and the children who attend 
them may be let down. Inadequate sampling of schools may also result in inaccurate, 
unbalanced, superfi cial and even biased reports being submitted to Ministers and policy 
offi cials.

Working with school staff

The inspection process does not just include all the activities inspectors carry out to gather 
evidence and arrive at evaluations.  It also includes all the interpersonal aspects of attitudes 
and behaviour which have an impact – positive or negative – on the people with whom you 
interact.  These people may include headteachers, school staff, district offi cials, parents 
and members of the community - and, of course, young people.

If we want our inspections to bring about improvement we need to: 

• make sure the climate of inspection is right;
• treat people fairly and courteously;
• involve them in our activities;
• organise inspections effi ciently; and
• make sure we focus on the right things, especially outcomes for young people.

If inspections are carried out well, they have the potential to bring about signifi cant positive 
impact on individual schools and on education across the country. This impact may include:

• safer and more positive learning environments;
• better learning and support for young people;
• higher achievements;
• better relationships between schools and parents and the community;
• increased motivation among teachers and learners and increased job satisfaction
 and confi dence in their schools;
• improved leadership, quality assurance and professional development; and
• a better trained, more highly skilled and more creative workforce for the future.

These are very important outcomes, too important to be at risk as the result of problematic 
relationships with school staff or people feeling they have been treated unfairly. Principles 
underpinning best practice in inspection include the following.

• Being clear about the purpose 
• Building positive relationships 
• Being aware of people’s feelings and reactions 
• Gathering and analysing information and evidence carefully 
• Sharing information with staff and encouraging them to be open
• Encouraging people and treating them with respect. 

These principles apply during all phases of an inspection: before it starts, during and at the end.    
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Providing effective feedback

The feedback session is the main opportunity you have to infl uence the school for the better. 
At the end of the session, you should be able to leave the headteacher, staff and govern-
ing body with a clear agenda for improvement which they accept and are committed to. On 
the other hand, if they feel upset because they have been treated unfairly not only are they 
unlikely to accept your evaluations; they are also unlikely to be committed to improving the 
areas identifi ed.

Including members of the community in the feedback session and engaging them in
discussion about the improvements necessary and the way forward increases the potential 
of the feedback session to  become an important stage in the improvement process.

Firstly, be clear about the purpose of the meeting. It is to give feedback on the strengths 
and areas for improvement for the school, with as much explanation as possible about: 

• the positive features and commendable impact of each strength; and 
• the evidence that leads to the need for action on specifi c points.

At the end of feedback, the school should be well placed to produce or adjust its improvement 
plan to include the recommendations which you are leaving with them. Remember, there’s 
only so much that people can take in during such sessions. Stick to the high ground and 
don’t swamp your listeners with every single niggling detail. The feedback session is 
the culmination of the inspection so make sure it goes well.

• Develop and nurture constructive relationships throughout the whole inspection.  
 The relationships you establish then can make all the difference when it comes to the 
 school accepting and acting on your fi ndings.

• Be fully aware of what staff are feeling and of their reactions to the process. Think
 about your own approach and be aware of the effect you have on them as an inspector.

• During the inspection, gather and analyse information and evidence carefully and
 sensitively.  Before fi nally arriving at your fi nal evaluations, remember to be objective,
 test your assumptions and check you have analysed all the relevant evidence. If you
 are not thorough, staff may bring evidence to feedback of which you were unaware.

• Keep communicating and sharing thoughts throughout the inspection to prepare
 and inform staff.  If you are good at doing that, it avoids staff getting nasty surprises
 at feedback.  Encourage staff to give their perspectives and share your own thoughts
 as the inspection progresses.  

• Treat people with respect. That will encourage many to respect your fi ndings, and 
 encourage some to maintain their dignity.  Talk to staff about their work. Most of 
 them want to do a good job. Inspection may be the only time when their efforts are 
 recognised. 

Sharing your fi ndings constructively enables staff to accept them, to build on the strengths 
of the school and address any weaknesses. Start with the strengths, then move on to areas for 
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improvement. Strengths should relate to key aspects of the school’s work, such as learning 
and teaching. Remember the importance of sharing good practice from the schools you 
have already visited.

Areas for improvement should be manageable in number: up to three, and at the very most 
fi ve. Schools which are struggling should not be overwhelmed with long lists of things to 
do. Inspectors should help schools to prioritise by focusing on those improvements which 
will make a real difference to the learning, safety, happiness and achievements of learners.

Inspectors should always treat stakeholders courteously and with respect. They should 
demonstrate that they understand the constraints under which schools operate. At the 
same time inspectors should make clear their expectations that even in diffi cult circumstances 
learners have a right to receive the best possible service that school leaders and staff can 
provide. Inadequate resourcing should never be accepted as a reason for children being 
neglected or treated badly.

 In every inspection, the needs and entitlements of learners come fi rst.

Recording and reporting

It is essential that inspectors record brief focused notes on what they have found during 
inspection. These notes should be evaluative, not descriptive or just factual. They should 
clearly indicate to anyone reading them whether the practice you have observed is good or 
weak, positive or negative. Using the terminology of the four-point scale will help you to be 
evaluative. The vocabulary you use in your supporting statements may include terms like: 

   effective   ineffective
   good    poor
   strong    weak
   accurate   inaccurate
   comprehensive  shallow, patchy
   appropriate   inappropriate
   supportive   negligent
   careful   careless
   rigorous   superfi cial
   well organised  disorganised
   reliable    haphazard, untrustworthy 

Some other terms such as adequate or barely satisfactory can be used to show that the quality 
of education in a particular school only just meets national expectations and requirements.

When you provide specifi c evaluations against the four-point scale, you should only use 
the terms very good, good, weak or poor, or the descriptive phrases with which they are 
matched, for example important weaknesses.

In your reports, you should avoid description and focus on evaluation. What you write 
should answer the question, ‘How good is the practice and provision you have seen?’.
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Reporting is a key aspect of the inspection process. There is no point in the inspection
taking place if the fi ndings are not communicated clearly, accurately and on time:

     • to headteachers, staff and other stakeholders as both an oral report and a written 
 summary report, to help them improve their school;
     • to DES regional offi ces and HQ in the form of a formal written report, on what you 
 have found in a particular school, district or region, as public assurance of the quality 
 of education.

DES uses the reports from individual inspectors to produce national reports for communication 
to Ministers and policy offi cials.

All reports to be submitted to DES offi ces, whether by local government or national inspectors, 
should be written using the template provided by DES, which refl ects the template you have 
been given to record your inspection of individual schools. Using this template ensures that:

     • the report covers the necessary aspects and focuses on appropriate issues;
     • evidence is robust and fi ndings are relevant to the purpose of the inspection; and
     • inspectors operate consistently, ensuring equity and fairness for schools and districts.

Finally, poorly-written reports are unprofessional and give a negative impression of inspectors’ 
skills and expertise.

CHECKLIST FOR REPORT WRITERS

Read your report aloud to ensure it makes sense and/or ask someone else to read it before you send it. 

• Is the report written in plain English, without any educational jargon?

• Are the spelling and punctuation accurate? Have you used the spelling and grammar check
 facility on your computer?

• Are the judgements based on QIs and their themes? Are they expressed using the four-point
 scale and evaluative language?

• Are your QI judgements based on robust reliable evidence which you can use to defend your
 evaluations if necessary? 

• Do your evaluations make sense in the context of what you have written in the rest of the report?

• Have you avoided making evaluations which contradict each other?

• Is there a logical structure to your report?

• Have you included examples of good practice, where these exist? Is this good practice 
 genuinely good when set against standards across the country? 

• Are the strengths you have identifi ed real strengths, and are they signalled in the body of
 the report?

• Will the areas for improvement you have identifi ed bring about real benefi ts for learners’?
 Do they focus on improving their achievements and the quality of teaching and learning?
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Finally, to be an inspector is both a privilege and a responsibility. 

It is a privilege for the following reasons

• Your appointment as an inspector indicates that the Ministry has recognised your
 skills, experience and expertise.
• You have the power to walk into any school and call the staff to account for the quality
 of education.
• Your work is respected and your evaluations and recommendations contribute to
 improvements in individual schools and across the national education system.
• In observing such a variety of practice in so many schools you develop a broader 
 understanding of what it is possible to achieve than almost any other education
 professional or member of the community. 

It is also a responsibility.

• Ministry offi cials, parents, the local community and taxpayers rely on the accuracy
 of your evaluations and evidence. 
• Your reports should contribute to improvements in schools and have an impact on 
 the learning and achievements of all children and young people in the country.
• Your work uses scarce resources which need to be deployed well because they 
 could otherwise be used to provide direct support to learners in schools. 
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Appendix 1: The quality indicators used in inspection
     
Quality 
indicators

Themes VG G W P

1. Teachers’
    planning

(Also refer to
BRMS 
Indicator 4 c)

•   Linkage between lesson plans, schemes of work and national
     curriculum requirements
•   Extent to which plans meet guidelines of prescribed content
•   Clarity of statements of learning outcomes
•   Structure of lessons and teaching methods to be used
•   Extent to which lessons are part of a sequence, with clear linkages 
     to previous and subsequent lessons
•   Extent to which lessons meet the diverse special needs of learners
•   Linkage between planning and assessment
•   Teamwork among teachers in preparing plans

2. Use of
    resources 
   and classroom 
   environment

(Also refer to
BRMS
Indicator 4 a,
b, d) 

•   Availability, suffi ciency and appropriateness of teaching and
     learning materials
•   Organisation and accessibility of books and other learning materials
•  Use made of available books, chalkboards and equipment during 
    teaching
•  Initiative shown by teachers in improvising and preparing teaching 
    and learning materials
•   Display and presentation of learners’ work and other learning materials
•   Organisation and use of available space for teaching and learning
•   Extent to which classrooms provide clean, safe and comfortable
     environments for learning
•   Use of the school compound, local environment and external
     resources for learning
•   Use of available resources to cater for the needs of disadvantaged groups

3. Teaching
    and learning 
    process

(Also refer to
BRMS 4 e, f)

•  Purpose and objectives of lessons
•  Range and appropriateness of teaching methods
•  Clarity of teachers’ presentations
•  Extent to which learners apply their learning during activities
•  Quality of teacher-learner interaction
•  Clarity and purposefulness of questioning
•  Pace of learning and use of time
•  Learners’ behaviour
•  Differentiation of activities to take account of learners’ needs

4. Assessment,
  recording  and
 reporting

•  Use of a range of assessment methods to evaluate outcomes
•  Evaluation of a range of knowledge, skills and attitudes
•  Match between assessment and competences in national 
    curriculum guidelines
•  Clarity of feedback to learners
•  Integration of assessment with the learning process
•  Extent to which assessment informs teachers’ planning
•  Communication of assessment results to parents
•  Record-keeping of assessment results

5. Teachers’ 
    knowledge

•  Confi dence in subjects taught
•  Accuracy of subject knowledge
•  Ability to relate different areas of a subject coherently
•  Ability to contextualise knowledge with locally relevant examples
•  Understanding of links between subjects and with their practical 
    application
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6. Learners’
   understanding
  and attainment

•   Learners’ levels of attainment in each subject
•   Learners’ levels of attainment in school assessments and national 
    examinations
•   School’s progress in improving levels of attainment overall
•   Learners’ progress in understanding and in improving the standards 
     of their work
•   Learners’ attainment levels relative to any special needs they may
     have.

7. Leadership •   Credibility and esteem of headteacher and managers in the
     community
•   Motivation and morale of staff
•   Extent to which headteacher understands the strengths and
     weaknesses of the school and takes responsibility for them
•   Quality of strategic planning and implementation
•   Extent to which staff meetings are well managed and productive
•   Success of managers in communicating their expectations and
     vision
•   Success of headteacher in interpreting and implementing policy
•   Clarity of staff roles and effective delegation

8. Financial 
    management

(Also refer to 
BRMS
Indicator 7)

•   Budgeting
•   Account keeping
•   Financial reporting
•   Transparency and accountability
•   Community confi dence and trust in fi nancial systems 

9. Management 
   of resources

(Also refer to
BRMS
Indicator 2 a-d)

•   Care, maintenance and use of school property
•   Care, maintenance and use of school buildings
•   Care maintenance and use of school grounds
•   Action to develop school resources
•   Implementation of safety and security policy
•   Implementation of health and sanitation policy

10. Supervision 
      of teaching
      and learning

(Also refer to
BRMS
Indicator 4 g-r 
and Indicator 
11)

•   Monitoring of lesson planning
•   Monitoring of records of work and curriculum coverage
•   Monitoring of timetable implementation
•   Monitoring of assessment
•   Headteacher’s involvement in classroom teaching
•   Classroom supervision by headteacher and other responsible staff
     members
•   Tracking and analysis of learners’ performance, retention rates and 
     attendance
•   Examination of learners’ progress and other key data in SMC, BoG 
     and PTA meetings

11. Staff 
      Deployment
      and 
      Development

(Also refer to 
BRMS
Indicator 3)

•   Effectiveness and implementation of timetable
•   Time management
•   Monitoring of teachers’ attendance and punctuality
•   Effi ciency of staff deployment
•   Induction of new staff
•   Staff development
•   Staff appraisal

12. Management
      of co-curricular 
     activities
(Also refer to 
BRMS Indicator 5)

•   Planning and organisation of co-curricular activities
•   Diversity and quality of co-curricular activities
•   Relevance of activities to developing life skills
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13. Access 
     and equity

•   Data on learners’ enrolment, attendance and drop out analysed in 
     relation to gender and marginalised groups (e.g. learners with 
      special needs, minority ethnic groups, IDPs, orphans and vulnerable
     children etc)
•   Equity in access and provision for these groups
•   Record-keeping and monitoring systems for attendance
•    Involvement in local campaigns re access issues by specifi c groups
     and other issues affecting attendance (e.g. child labour)
•   Programmes to address HIV/AIDS
•   Effectiveness of guidance and counselling
•    Identifi cation, documentation and action taken to address special needs

14. Climate and    
      relationships

(Also refer to
BRMS
Indicator 6 and 
Indicator 10)

•    Identity with and pride in the school demonstrated by learners and staff
•    Provision of a nurturing environment
•   Development of moral attitudes
•   Appropriateness of school rules and codes of conduct
•   Learners’ behaviour
•   Learners’ and staff morale
•   Professional conduct and teamwork of staff

15. School 
      governance

(Also refer to 
BRMS 
Indicator 1)

•   Compliance with statutory requirements
•   Effectiveness of meetings of governing body
•    Participation of governing body in planning
•   Participation of governing body in monitoring school activities and 
     holding the school accountable for performance
•   Ensuring fi nancial accountability
•   Participation of governing body in school improvement activities
     and fundraising
•   Communication between governing body and the wider school 
     community

16. Community 
      relations

(Also refer to
BRMS 
Indicator 8)

•   Nature of relations between the school and wider community
•   Parental interest in and support for learners’ achievement
•   Parental participation in planning and school improvement
•   Interest in school shown by community leaders
•   Parental presence within the school
•   Use of school premises by the community

17. School 
     sanitation,
     nutrition
     and health

(Also refer to
BRMS
Indicator 2e and 
Indicator 9)

•   Accessibility of safe water supply
•   Provision for waste disposal
•   Existence and condition of sanitary facilities
•   Provision of midday meals at school
•   School support programmes to improve learners’ nutritional levels
•    Implementation of HIV/AIDS awareness campaign
•   Action taken to promote general health and hygiene in school

18. School 
      safety and 
      security

(Also refer to
BRMS 
Indicator 12 and
Indicator 13)

•   Implementation of policy for school safety and security
•   Extent of distractions in neighbouring and extent of trespassing 
•   Compliance of school with standard safety and security requirements
•   School and community collaboration in addressing social issues 
     affecting the quality of education in the school
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Appendix 2:  For further reading

African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
Alternatives to Corporal Punishment, MoES 2008
Basic Requirements and Minimum Standards, DES/MoES revised edition 2010
Competence Profi le for the Primary School Teacher in Uganda, MoES 2011
Competence Profi le for the Primary School Teacher in Uganda (popular version), MoES, 2011
Framework for School Inspection, ESA/MoES 2005
Good Schools Toolkit, Raising Voices, 2009 (www.raisingvoices.org) 
Guidelines for Quality Assurance in Basic Education in Uganda: a guide for Managers, Teachers, 
Inspectors and Community Leaders MoES 2010
Child Friendly School Framework, Link Community Development 2010
Guidelines for Stakeholders: Monitoring and Supporting Policy, ESA/MoES 2005
Guidelines on institution self-evaluation as a strategy to improve performance in teacher
education institutions, DES/MoES, 2006
Guidelines on Teacher Professionalism and Competences, ESA/MoES 2005
Handbook for School Inspectors, ESA/MoES 2005
National Policy Guidelines on HIV and AIDS, MoES 2006
Primary School Teachers’ Training Manual, MoES 2010 
School Management Committee Handbook, MoES, revised edition 2007
Self-assessment and evaluation in primary and secondary schools, DES/MoES 2005
Supporting Children in the Era of HIV and AIDS: Primary Schools Teacher’s Guide, MoES, 2009
Teachers’ Code of Conduct, MoES 1997
Training Manual for District Education Leaders, MoES 2010 

List of acronyms

AA        Associate Assessor       IDP         Internally Displaced Person

AIDS        Acquired Immune Defi ciency Syndrome    JAF         Joint Assessment Framework

BoG        Board of Governors       MDG         Millennium Development Goals

BRMS      Basic Requirements & Minimum Standards    MoES        Ministry of Education and Sports

CAPE       Creative, aesthetic & physical education    NGO         Non-governmental organisation

CCT         Coordinating Centre Tutor      PIASCY     Presidential Initiative on AIDS

                 Strategy for Communication to the Youth

CPD       Continuous professional development    PLE         Primary Leaving Examination

DEO        District Education Offi cer      PTA         Parent-Teacher Association

DES       Directorate of Education Standards     PTC         Primary Teachers’ College

DHT       Deputy headteacher       QI         Quality indicator

DIS       District Inspector of Schools      SEA         Senior Education Assistant

DoS       Director of Studies       SMC          School Management Committee

ESA       Education Standards Agency (defunct)    SPR         School Performance Review

GEM       Girls’ Education Movement      UNEB        Uganda National Examinations Board

HIV       Human Immunodefi ciency Virus     UPE         Universal Primary Education

HoD       Head of Department       USE         Universal Secondary Education

HT       Headteacher
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The Directorate of Education Standards is the quality assurance arm of the Ministry 
of Education and Sports.

The Vision of the Directorate of Education Standards

To contribute to improvements in the learning experiences and achievements of all children, 
young people and adult learners in Uganda.

The Mission of the Directorate of Education Standards

To provide a rational system of setting and defi ning standards and quality of education and training, 
and to monitor the achievement of such standards and quality to ensure continually improving 
learning and achievement for all learners in Uganda.

This guide is one of a series of guides designed to help schools and districts improve the quality 
of education which they provide.

Guides in the series Evaluating and improving the quality of education

Part 1: How can we improve our school? A guide to self-evaluation and planning for improvement

Part 2: How well is our school led? A guide to evaluating and improving leadership and management

Part 3: How well are our learners doing? A guide to evaluating and improving learners’ 
  understanding, attainment and wider achievements

Part 4: How can we improve our teaching? A guide to evaluating and improving approaches to
  teaching and learning

Part 5: How well do we support our learners? A guide to evaluating and improving access, equity
 and inclusion

Part 6: How we inspect.  An introduction to external evaluation

Copies of these guides may be downloaded from the following websites:

 •     Link Community Development www.lcdinternational.org
 •     Voluntary Service Overseas  www.vsointernational.org
 •     Ministry of  Education and Sports, www.education.go.ug
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